
Zupapa Baseball Net

Read, understand, and follow guidelines in this
 manual before (dis)assembling, using your baseball net.

Zupapa aims to accompany all kids to grow up healthy.

*Not for commercial use
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User Manual for 
Zupapa Folding Gymnastics Bar

• If you have any questions, suggestions, and (or) comments, please feel free to contact us at your earliest convenience. Zupapa® 

Customer Happiness Executives are standing behind to help out all the time. We promise you are sure to receive a reply in 12 hours.

• Check the Spam or your Message Settings if you do not receive a reply as it is probably blocked. Our Customer Happiness Execu-

tives will always get back to you no later than the given timeframe.
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IMPORTANT



Our philosophy is to help the family members to PLAY together, ENJOY more family time, and strengthen the BOND. Since the early 21st century, 

we have served hundreds of thousands of families with high-quality trampolines, dome climbers, hammocks & stands, baseballs & nets, inflatable 

SUPs, swings, and gymnastics bars. We never slow down our pace to expand the business – we are continuously working hard with carefully 

selected partners to provide more safe and reliable products that can deliver joy and health to more families.

Brief

To be the preferred trustworthy brand in recreational sports and leisure activities.

Our Vision

It’s the stability that makes Zupapa® folding gymnastics bars stand out in the market. The equipment, made of powder-coated strong steel pipes 

and with the patented right-angled design for the triangle folding frame, delivers top stability, thus enabling players to safely use the equipment. It’s 

also flexible and space-saving – you can either adjust the height (from 34.4” - 51.5”) or fold the structure when needed. Available in multiple 

colors, you can always find the one that your kids like the most!

Read, understand, and follow this user manual before (dis)assembling and using the folding gymnastics bar. Save this manual for future reference. 

It’s the responsibility of the owner, supervisor, and player for potential risks of injuries due to inappropriate use not obeying safety instructions in 

this manual.

This user manual applies to Zupapa® folding gymnastics bars. We reserve the right to change, update any contents included without noticing in 

advance.

Our Product 

Standing behind the excellent products is the industrial-leading after-sales service team. We provide a hassle-free warranty for all Zupapa® 

products. Please do not hesitate to reach out to Zupapa® Customer Happiness Executives, we will try our best to work it out for you.

Our Service

We aim to accompany all kids to grow up healthy both physically and mentally and create valuable memories for generations.

Our Purpose
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Please understand that the risk of injuries accompanies as with any kind of sports when you’re doing gymnastics with Zupapa® gymnastics bars. 

Whether you are the supervisor (owner) or the player, you should read, understand, and practice the safety instructions as below.

PLAY .  ENJOY .  BOND

• Make sure the equipment is free of any obstructions in all directors when 

using the equipment.

• Make sure no one else is around when using the equipment.

• Make sure all the screws are tightened before each use.

• Warm up about 5 - 10 minutes before each use.

• Dress appropriately when using the equipment. For example, do not wear 

jewelry.

• Take a rest and drink some water regularly.

• Stop using the equipment once you feel pains, uncomfortable, or get 

tired.

• Stop using the equipment once you feel something unusual happened to 

the equipment.

For safety concerns, a player should consult an 

instructor a physician before using the equipment. The 

adult’s supervision is recommended. Please also follow 

the guidelines as instructed.

Ensuring the equipment is in good condition is a 

critical part of safety instructions. Besides setting 

the structure somewhere that is flat and even at all 

times and storing it in a dry place with good 

ventilation, please also follow the guidelines as 

instructed to protect the equipment in daily care.

For the Player

For the Equipment • Do not leave the equipment unattended overnight.

• Do not use the equipment in a moisture place.

• Do not hit the equipment with hard objects.

• Do not clean the equipment with volatile oils, thinners, or other organic 

solvents.

• Do not stick sticky materials (tape, rubber, etc.) on the equipment.
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Part Number Diagram Description Quantity

A Main Frame

B Adjustable Tube

2

2

C Center Cross Support 1

You can refer to the following chart for the part number, diagram, description, and quantity. When you need the replacement(s), get in touch with 

Zupapa® Customer Happiness Executives, we are ready to make you 100% satisfied. Do not forget to provide the order number, part number, 

quantity, and pictures (or video clips if applicable) so that you can get what you need as soon as possible.

03 PARTS LIST
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Part Number Diagram Description Quantity

D Base Tube 2

E Adjustable Round Base

Spring-detent Knob

2

2F

G M6*14mm Screw 6

H Allen Wrench 1
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Please find the parts sketch below. You can also refer to it for parts checking. If you need any replacement(s), feel free to reach out to Zupa-

pa® Customer Happiness Executives with the ORDER NUMBER, PART NUMBER, REQUIRED QUANTITY for each part, and photos (or video clips 

if applicable).

04 PARTS SKETCH
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Before Assembling
The owner (or installer) should follow the guidelines below for the assembly and should take responsibility for any improper operations.

1. The equipment MUST be installed somewhere that is flat and even and free of potential obstacles such as chairs, toys, etc.

2.  We recommend at least two adults for the assembly.

    3. Check and confirm you have all the parts listed in the chapter Parts List and Parts Sketch. If you need any replacement(s), feel free to reach 

out to Zupapa® Customer Happiness Executives with the ORDER NUMBER, PART NUMBER, REQUIRED QUANTITY for each part, and photos (or 

video clips if applicable).

4. Ensure all parts are dry and clean before the assembly.

5. Ensure no kids are around.

    There are 4 steps. You can refer to Step 3 to see how you can adjust the height and the end of this chapter for the method to fold the equipment. 

Please search the video tutorial “How to Assemble Your Zupapa Gymnastics Bar?”

05 ASSEMBLY 
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     Unfold the two Main Frames (#A) and attach the two Adjustable Round Bases (#E) in the way shown below. Important: You should keep the Round 

Bases as close to the ground as possible at all times, especially when you’re installing the equipment on carpet or grass.

STEP 1

STEP 2 

    Connect the two Base Tubes (#D) with the unfolded frames. In this step, you need to use the Allen Wrench (#H) to tighten the four M6*14mm 

Screws (#G).

D

G

G
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STEP 3

Connect the two Adjustable Tubes (#B) with the frame. You’ll use the two Knobs (#F) in this step. 

  Tip! 

  When requiring a different height, please pull out the knobs (see below) and select the adjusting holes you want. Important: The two adjusting 

holes should be on the same level.

BB

B

F
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You completed assembling the Zupapa® folding gymnastics bar! If you need any further assistance, kindly contact Zupapa® Customer 

Happiness Executives, we are glad to help out all the time.

STEP 4

Connect the Center Cross Support (#C) with the ends of the Adjustable Tube (#B), then screw up the two M6*14mm Screws (#G)

GG
c
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To disassemble the trampoline, follow the assembly instructions through Step 1 - Step 4 in reverse order.

DISASSEMBLY06

  To fold the equipment, you just need to lift the two tubes. See details below.IMPORTANT
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With proper care and maintenance, Zupapa® folding gymnastics bars are capable of providing your family with many years of fun. Please keep the 

following guidelines in mind:
 

If anything that you feel could cause harm occurs, stop using the baseball net and check all the parts. If you need any replacement(s), please 

feel free to get in touch with Zupapa® Customer Happiness Executives , we are glad to help out all the time. Please keep in mind: Reuse the 

equipment only after you have inspected and ensured that every part is in good condition.

• Do not leave the equipment unattended overnight. 

• Check and tighten the screws regularly.

• Do not wipe out the dust and dirt with a wet rag.

• Avoid using the equipment violently.

• Avoid too much exposure to the strong sunlight.

• Keep the equipment indoors on rainy days. 

• Keep the equipment away from moisture and fires.

MAINTENANCE07
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The two-year limited warranty takes into effect from the purchase date, covering the materials and the workmanship under normal use and service 

conditions. Please understand that Zupapa® assumes no responsibility for damages caused by the extreme weather or improper use not instructed 

in the user manual, and also reserves the right to refuse a warranty application if the buyer can’t provide sufficient proof of purchase.

LIMITED WARRANTY08
The order number and photos (or video clips if applicable) are required for your warranty application.

You can either contact Zupapa  or the retailer with the inquiry details, order number, and pictures (or videos if applicable) if you need to claim for 

the warranty. 

Check the Spam or your Message Settings if you do not receive a reply in 12 hours after contacting us because 

Zupapa® Happiness Executives always reply no later than the given timeframe after receiving your inquiries.

IMPORTANT

IMPORTANT
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09 APPENDIX

OUTDOOR TRAMPOLINE

Not any kid can refuse the bouncing fun! Zupapa® Saffun & 
Safump outdoor trampolines are the ultimate gift idea for your kids, 

making the backyard a safe jumping playground for years.

Zupapa Product Categories

SMALL TRAMPOLINE

Are you looking for a perfect place for your preschool and school-age 

boys and girls to free up their energy? Try a Zupapa trampoline for 

small kids with the basket hoop, which is a great combination of 

safety and fun!



REBOUNDER

A great structure to make home workout easy! Do not hesitate to 

take a Zupapa® rebounder home as it helps to keep fit and stay in 

shape.

DOME CLIMBER

It's the safety, reliability, and versatility that make Zupapa® dome 

climber stand out from the same category. The heavy-duty 

construction enables up to 6 kids to play together - they can climb, 

dangle, or play underneath, making your backyard an exciting 

playground that will entertain your kids for years.

GYMNASTICS BAR

Adjustable in both the support base & height, Zupapa® gymnastics 

bars are one of the great folding equipment to entertain your kids. 

Rest assured to take one home.

BASEBALL NET

Every hit and every pitch would make a difference. See how your kids 

make progress day by day with the baseball practice combo from 

Zupapa®. 
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TREE SWING

Providing enjoyable outdoor toys works great to reduce the time that 

kids spend on computer games and TV series. Zupapa tree swings 

are a practical choice. Hang it to a playset or underneath a tree, and 

add a detachable tent (if required), your kids would love to stay 

outdoors more than before!

PADDLE BOARD

A necessity for water-loving ones. The most alluring, you can surf 

together with your furry friends (of course, if they are not afraid of 

water and are glad to go surfing with you).

HAMMOCK & STAND

Nothing is better than reposing on a Zupapa® hammock set while 

the gentle breeze and warm sunlight give a pat on your body! You 

can imagine how delightful it would be to enjoy such a cozy time 

with the whole family!






